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DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this note I will define a "file" to be a named set of 
related data that is treared as a single entity by a data processing 
task. The operating systems of the various machines that perform VLA 
data reduction support file systems. I will call the file systems that 
they maintain OS-files. Since OS-file naming conventions and structure 
are di^erent on aifrerent machines, and OS-files do not have all the 
properties that are needed by VLA data reduction tasks, they need only
e considered as a tool for implementing a file system on a particular machine.

The term "map" has often been used to describe files used in VLA data 
reduction processes. It has been correctly pointed out that thê -e need 
not be a one-to-one correspondence between maps and OS-files. The only 
■ ■ ■  to tile wo^ci "map”is that it conotes a picture of somethin^ in 
s.}, frequency or U-V space, and does seem appropriate for describing for example, a file of visibility records. o>
EXISTING FILE NAMING SYSTEMS *
At least six file naming systems are used in VLA data processing:
System

name-component 
TOPS-10

description

device : 
name
.extens ion 
[directory]

4 character predefined name 
1 “6 alpnanumeric characters 
0-3 alphanumeric characters 
project number (6 octal digits), 
programmer number (6 octal digits), 
optionally up to 5 sub-file directories

example 

DSKF :
juJ; j
.VIS

[14,342]
RSX-1LM

device :
[uicj
name
extension 
;vers ion

~ alphabetic and 0-2 octal digits 
6 bit group and member numbers in octal 
1*9 a 1phanumeric characters 
0-j alphanumeric characters 
It bit number in octal

DRÛ :
[300,20] 
MAPKCV 
.GAI 
; 13
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DEC-10 SOFTWARE
name 
. ext
[P,pn
,category] 

MA PC ON’ SOFTWARE
tiumber

. ext

1-6 alphanumeric characters 
predefined name of 3 characters 
project number )
programmer number )
optional string )

SS433 
• I NX
[14,342]

6 hexadecimal digit map number assigned
when *-he file is created C03C41
3 character extension j>IAp

POST PROCESSING SOFTWARE
userid 
name 
. type 
.version

IMPS

An implicit user identification 
1-12 alphanumeric characters 
1-6 alphanumeric characters 
a decimal number in the range 1-30000

1226PLUS023
. ICLN
.19

userid
name Implicit user identification 

1-12 characters 175 IT

DISCUSSION

■  S6G each so^ware system has a different way of specifying afile. Could a single specification be adopted for all J °user need encounter? software that a

If so two approaches are possible: select one system and chan-e all the others to conform to it; or to design a H N  ■  change all
and change all existing software. S convention

clashos^and |  H S l  H  user, to avoid „a™the H  d accidencal corruption of other peoples data. If the ID of
accesi Ì L  n t " ° r-1S “ ■ °f £h° £ile sPec£f i eat ion, then a use can the files or another user.

M  ° l A . LiPS, ,a.nd the P°st processing software use 12_ i---r names’ this would be a good length to adopt
The use of
several advar.:

file type to distinguish different kinds of files has 
— 1  ■  Can | H  WMto protect users from performing

if' I  ; h ■  nuvcr bo at tempted, sue!, as using a gain fablo
and/or H H H  v°r ClG<3n COfnPonencs • I  the type implies band
produced vi-i T ° n;no ^ len multiple band or Stokes maps could be

s—ngi‘i command without the user having to s u d dIv



multiple names. The philosophy is that the executing task shbuld 
generate the types for- output files, and to have the type for input 
files be generated by context or by standard command inputs. File 
deletion, for example, would require either explicit or wildcard file 
types to be specified. Since the file type contains only a limited 
quantity of information, I would favor one character for each 
independent quality: that is being described.
For example the first character could denote the kind of file: map, 
gain table etc. and the second and third, where appropriate, could 
describe.the band and Stokes parameter.'
A standard set of codes would be easy to use, especially with a crib 
card. The real problem would be to agree on how many independent 
qualities to support, and what character codes to adopt.
A version number is useful in several wavs. If the user specifies a 
file that already exists as an output file, the system can- generate a 
new version in order to prevent overwriting the old version. If the 
user does not wish to invent filenames, then he can have all his files 
with the same (default) name and refer to them only via the version 
number. The major drawback with version numbers is that they facilitate 
keeping unwanted files. A purge utility, which deletes all but the 
latest version is of some help, or the scheme used by the TI-ASC of 
allowing only a finite number (different for each file type?) of 
versions. When the limit is reached, the oldest version is 
automatically deleted.
I would like to propose that when the system deletes the most recent 
version of a file, version N, and then subsequently creates a new 
version, that it assign the version number N+l rather than reuse 
version N. All files will then be created with uniaue names, 
irrespective of the history of deletions. If all files of a given name 
are deleted, then the record of deleted files can be discarded.

SUMMARY
The following scheme for naming files is proposed for the new MAPPER 
software. It has been chosen primarily for the convenience of the user, 
but with an eye to making it as similar as possible to existing naming systems.
A full file name consists of 4 parts:

in : aaaaaaaaaaaa . eee * nnnnn
where

in
aaaaaaaaaaaa
ttt
nnnnn

is the file owner’s identification number, 
is a name of up to 12 characters 
is a string of throe characters describing 
the type of the file.
is the version number of the file, it is a 
decimal number in the range 1 to 30000.

wne re 
number ; 
defau 1c

it is understood that iii will always default to the users own 
ttt may only be specified for input files, and it will normally 

nnnnn may only be specified for input files, the.by context


